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The 21-Day Sugar Detox Cookbook, a companion to The 21-Day Sugar Detox program

guidebook, bursts with more than a hundred grain-, gluten-, legume-, dairy-, and sugar-free

recipes to keep you inspired as you blow your cravings for sugar and carbs to

smithereens.Taking on a detox plan can seem daunting, but these sumptuous recipes and life-

altering eating concepts will make you wish you'd started sooner. Your 21 days will be over

before you know it, your carb and sugar cravings a distant memory.With palate-pleasing, and

soul-satisfying, recipes for breakfasts, lunches, dinners, snacks, and even some "sweet" treats,

The 21-Day Sugar Detox Cookbook is your guarantee for delicious detox success!

About the AuthorDiane Sanfilippo is a Certified Nutrition Consultant who specializes in blood

sugar regulation and digestive health, and she teaches nutrition seminars nationwide. She is

The New York Times bestselling author of Practical Paleo: A Customized Approach to Health

and a Whole-Foods Lifestyle, writes the popular health blog Balanced Bites

(www.balancedbites.com), and co-hosts a top-rated weekly health podcast on iTunes, "The

Balanced Bites Podcast." She is a graduate of Syracuse University. --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.
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SECTION 1 introduction 

The 21-Day Sugar Detox “Things do not change; we change.” —Henry David Thoreau About

meHi there. I’m Diane Sanfilippo. I’m a certified holistic nutrition consultant. And, like you, I’ve

struggled with sugar and carb cravings. Sugar is such a powerful force that I too had trouble

breaking through to the other side—to sugar freedom. But I have found the solution to this

huge problem, and I’ve never felt better!I created The 21-Day Sugar Detox program because

curbing sugar and carb cravings has become a top priority for those seeking a healthier path in

life. In my practice over the years, I’ve worked with countless clients, both one-on-one and in

large groups, who’ve struggled with sugar and carb cravings. In fact, I created my practice with

blood sugar regulation as a primary focus in order to help people just like you.The 21-Day

Sugar Detox is great for anyone who wants to take control of sugar cravings—from busy moms

to competitive athletes. It’s for anyone who wants to feel better, increase energy, improve sleep,

and break the cycle of being on a blood sugar roller coaster (you know, the ride you’re on when

your meals and snacks are rich in carbs and lacking in vitamins and minerals) all day long.In a

world where conflicting diet advice comes at us from every angle—from television doctors,

magazines, the evening news, and even your hairdresser!—it’s no wonder you still haven’t

figured out how to get your cravings under control. What you don’t need is another book to tell



you why sugar is harmful—you’ve probably read all those already, but they don’t outline a clear

path away from the problem. The 21-Day Sugar Detox gives you exactly that: a simple,

straightforward, and practical plan to break free from the chains that sugar and carbs have

wrapped tightly around you.About The 21-Day Sugar DetoxThe 21DSD is a whole-foods-based

program created to help you reset your habits, your taste buds, and your entire relationship

with the food that’s on your plate every single day. After three weeks of eating the foods on The

21DSD “Yes” list, you won’t be able to look at the foods you previously ate the same way. Your

habits will change, along with your awareness of how certain foods make you feel. (Hint:

Sweets usually leave you tired, moody, and just plain off-kilter.)A day or two into most

nutritional reset or detox programs, many people struggle with motivation—and rightly so! Most

programs out there have you cutting calories, popping pills, or chugging shakes or juices all

day long to achieve the desired result. But that’s not at all what The 21-Day Sugar Detox is

about. That type of deprivation is not what your body needs when you’re looking for a fresh start

—it needs clean, healthy, whole foods that are rich in nutrients. Adequate protein and fat, along

with a density of vitamins and minerals in every bite, set up your body’s natural detoxification

system for success. You see, your body was built with the innate ability to detoxify itself! It’s

almost like magic, but it’s really just basic biology. In order to carry out that detox process,

though, you need to feed your body real food. Period.Why eliminate sugar from your diet?

Sugar is a sneaky thing. It doesn’t just cause cravings and make you fat; consuming too much

of it can lead to all kinds of health issues, both in the short term and in the long term. Most of

us are well aware of some of the common signs of sugar addiction and its deleterious effects

on our lives, from extreme energy highs and lows to that nagging feeling that you won’t be

satisfied until you eat something sweet. But sugar’s harmful effects are even more far-reaching.

Here are a handful of less-obvious signs of sugar addiction, chronically erratic blood sugar

levels, and nutrient deficiencies that may be caused by overconsumption of nutrient-poor

carbohydrate foods:SHORT-TERM EFFECTSMood swingsAcne, rashesPremenstrual

syndrome (PMS), painful periodsUnrestful sleepFatigueMuscle fatigue or

weaknessSusceptibility to colds and fluOther food addictionsLONG-TERM

EFFECTSAnemiaDepression, anxietyCystic acne, eczema, psoriasisPCOS,

infertilityInsomniaAdrenal fatigue or dysfunctionVision impairmentNeurological disordersInsulin

resistance, type 2 diabetesAlzheimer’s diseaseSubstance abuseWhether we realize it or not,

sugar is taking over our lives. From cravings and impulsive eating to the highs and lows of

riding the blood sugar roller coaster, we’ve nearly become slaves to sweet and carb-rich foods.

Now, it’s not that all carbs are bad—quite the contrary. There are some amazing carbohydrate-

rich foods out there, like vegetables and fruits, but we all know that those aren’t the types of

foods that cause us to spiral out of control and run for the nearest candy bowl. That’s because

they’re what I call “good carbs.” They carry calories from carbohydrates as well as vitamins and

minerals that your body needs to feel satisfied and calm. There’s a lot more to the good-carbs-

versus-bad-carbs story than I’m explaining here, so I recommend that you reread the first

portion of The 21-Day Sugar Detox guidebook to brush up on that information.About this

cookbookThis cookbook serves as a companion and a complement to The 21-Day Sugar

Detox guidebook, my first publication in this series. After many years of successfully running

the program without printed materials for participants, I decided that it was time to make this

information available in a much bigger, better way. So I wrote The 21-Day Sugar Detox to put

all my best sugar-busting advice in one place. The guidebook includes:the background science

on why we crave sugar and what it does to our bodieshow to preparea day-by-day accounting

of what to expecthelpful hints and tricks for replacing foods and dining outwhere to find help



and support along the waymore than 90 easy and delicious recipesYes, the guidebook itself

contains a ton of recipes. But if I’ve learned anything in the last several years about how to best

support those on The 21DSD, it’s that preparation and inspirational recipes are the keys to your

success!In this cookbook, you’ll find over 100 more satisfying and deliciously sugar-free

recipes that also gluten-free, grain-free, dairy-free, and Paleo-friendly. After completing the

recipes for the first book, I realized that there are many more foods that you’ll want to eat while

on the program, but finding them in 21DSD-friendly recipes, well, that isn’t always easy. In this

book’s recipes, you’ll find more creative ways to enjoy your 21DSD-friendly fruits, more

smoothie ideas, more egg-free breakfasts (for those who are allergic or sensitive to eggs),

more flavorful main dishes, and more sides, snacks, and not-sweet treats to tempt your palate.

I’ve also created more sugar-detox-friendly versions of your favorite dressings and sauces,

along with spice blends to keep everything on your plate bursting with flavor (without the added

sugars and chemical preservatives found in most commercial varieties), whether you decide to

follow a specific recipe or not. The spice blends are your secret weapon and your express train

to Flavor Town!One of the best things you’ll experience while on The 21-Day Sugar Detox is a

remarkable change in the way your palate responds to food. After a few days, foods that did not

seem that sweet before will suddenly be much sweeter. A not-sweet treat that you may have

created on Day 1 will taste far more delicious by Day 7. Your taste buds will change—and I

show you how to use that shift to your advantage in this book. Many of these recipes make use

of items like caramelized onions and cooked-down green apples in sauces and dishes that you

might normally sweeten with a concentrated sweetener like honey or maple syrup (which you

aren’t going to use while on The 21DSD). I’m talking about BBQ Sauce, a No-Honey Mustard,

and even a Sweetener-Free Ketchup. You won’t miss all those added sweeteners you’ve given

up for one moment!About the meal plansThe 21-Day Sugar Detox guidebook includes three 21-

day meal plans for you to follow if you choose, based on the recipes in the book. This cookbook

follows that same approach, but using only recipes from this book. These meal plans provide

alternatives and expanded ideas and resources for completing your 21DSD. Whether you’re

tackling the detox for the first time and you simply want as many recipes at your fingertips as

possible, or you’re coming back for another round of The 21DSD months after completing it for

the first time, I’ve got you covered. Now, you may be wondering why someone would want or

need to complete The 21DSD more than once. You may think that the purpose is to rid yourself

of cravings once and for all, end of story. Well, for many people, that is exactly what happens!

Those three weeks can be miraculous and life-changing. Some decide to come back to The

21DSD simply to support a friend or loved one in their detox journey. But for others, especially

those who enter the program at Level 1, attempting a nutritional reset a couple of times each

year (and possibly at a higher level) brings on a new set of challenges and new results.I invite

you to revisit The 21DSD whenever you feel like you’ve gotten off-track or somehow lost sight

of your sugar intake. Though you’ll likely curb the vast majority of your sugar cravings in just

three weeks on the program, if you decide to indulge over the holidays, for example, you may

find that a post-holiday 21DSD is exactly what you need to set yourself straight again.About the

recipesThe recipes in this book are divided into the following sections:Main DishesSoups,

Salads, & SidesSnacksNot-Sweet TreatsSauces & SpreadsKitchen Basics In each section,

you’ll find a variety of recipes that cater to a broad spectrum of tastes and preferences. You

don’t need to make every recipe in this book to be successful on your detox, but you’ll have a

tasty time cooking your way through them if you do!The Main Dishes section is organized with

egg-free breakfasts first, then breakfast items that contain eggs. Following are poultry, red

meat, pork, and seafood/meat-free options. Many of the main dishes were created along with



sides that are listed in the following section, but you are welcome to mix and match them to

your own tastes and preferences.Soups, salads, and sides come next, with a variety of each

and flavor profiles to suit a range of palates. Feel free to create your own easy vegetable sides

or to mix and match the recipes in this book with your own go-to favorites.Snacks are a hot

topic with those who undertake The 21DSD, so I’ve created a new set of make-ahead savory

recipes that’ll keep you stocked up and prepared for when unexpected hunger hits.Not-sweet

treats are a signature (and fan favorite) of The 21-Day Sugar Detox program. Giving up old

favorites for three weeks can seem overwhelming, but these re-creations will have you jumping

for joy. Some of them are not going to taste as amazing on Day 1 as they will later in your detox

(as I mentioned earlier, your tastes will change—and I’m counting on that for you!), but all of

them are filled with ingredients that will nourish your body while comforting your soul.The

Kitchen Basics section includes foundational recipes upon which you’ll build other recipes

throughout the book. This section includes broths, sauces, spice blends, and dairy-free milk

recipes that will have you wondering why you ever bought the canned, bottled, boxed, and

prepackaged versions!Using the recipesEach recipe in this book (as well as in the guidebook)

is suited for all three levels of the program and has several parts to it. You’ll find the expected

information, like how long it takes to make the recipe, along with the ingredient list, preparation

method, and how many servings it yields. You’ll also find helpful tips and tricks about

ingredients, cooking techniques, and even some special equipment you’ll need. Since I know

how important it is for many of you to avoid certain categories of commonly allergenic or

irritating foods, I’ve called out when a recipe contains nuts, eggs, nightshades, FODMAPs, or

seafood. I’ve even given you notes on what to omit from the recipe if you’re avoiding those

foods, if the recipe will work without them. Check out the boxes for specific tips that pertain to

each recipe, or turn to here for a complete list of ingredient swaps to use when avoiding

common allergens.You’ll likely find some ingredients that are unfamiliar to you, unless you’ve

already cooked your way through the guidebook (or my first book, Practical Paleo). I’ve created

a list of special ingredients here so that you can learn more about these items—what they are,

why to use them, and how much to eat while on the program. A handy guide to recommended

products and brands is featured here so that you can discover new brands and track down

unique items for your new way of eating—during the detox and beyond!

21-Day Sugar Detox: Bust Sugar & Carb Cravings Naturally, The 21-Day Sugar Detox Daily

Guide: A Simplified, Day-By Day Handbook & Journal to Help You Bust Sugar & Carb Cravings

Naturally, Sugar Detox in 10 Days: 100+ Recipes to Help Eliminate Sugar Cravings, Practical

Paleo, Beating Sugar Addiction For Dummies, The RESTART® Cookbook: Delicious, no-sugar-

added recipes for your real food lifestyle., The Grain-Free, Sugar-Free, Dairy-Free Family

Cookbook: Simple and Delicious Recipes for Cooking with Whole Foods on a Restrictive Diet,

Zero Sugar Diet: The 14-Day Plan to Flatten Your Belly, Crush Cravings, and Help Keep You

Lean for Life, 7 Steps to Get Off Sugar and Carbohydrates: Healthy Eating for Healthy Living

with a Low-Carbohydrate, Anti-Inflammatory Diet (Healthy Living Series Book 1), The 40-Day

Sugar Fast: Where Physical Detox Meets Spiritual Transformation, Sugar Detox Guide Book for

Beginners: The Complete Cookbook to Bust Sugar & Carb Cravings Naturally and Lose Weight

Fast: Easy 21-Day Sugar Detox Meal ... Diet Recipes (Healthy diet cookbooks 4), 10-Day

Sugar Detox: Easy Meal Plans to Beat Sugar in 10 Days, Walking Your Way to Weight Loss: A

Simple Two-Part Approach to Becoming Fitter, Healthier, and Happier in 49 Days, Rich Food
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Poor Food: The Ultimate Grocery Purchasing System (GPS), Bible and Breakfast: 31 Mornings

with Jesus--Feeding Our Bodies and Souls Together, The Wholesome Yum Easy Keto

Cookbook: 100 Simple Low Carb Recipes. 10 Ingredients or Less, Sugar-Free Kids, 60 Ways

to Lower Your Blood Sugar: Simple Steps to Reduce the Carbs, Shed the Weight, and Feel

Great Now!, Cook Once, Eat All Week

Katz, “the recipes taste great. For anyone looking to lower their sugar intake this book is for

you. Great tasting recipes. Easy to follow. If your diet is high in sugar you will have sugar

cravings. Stick with the book for at least 2 weeks and those craving will go away. After a

month try one of those treats that you used to love. You may find that it no longer tastes good.

You won't realize how much sugar is added to manufactured foods until you try these recipes.

Would definitely recommend this book,”

Cutenewt, “A cookbook for me!. I've been gluten free due to an allergy for several years now

and many friends have gotten me gluten free cookbooks with the absolute best intentions and

warmth in their hearts. However, the other thing my doctor told me to get off of was sugar - and

gluten free cookbooks are often loaded with (2/3 or more) recipes of how to replace cakes,

cookies, and breads. Now that I have been eating less sugar and more veggies, good protein,

and whole (gluten free) grains, I feel great. But I couldn't find any cookbook anywhere that gave

me easy recipes that also worked for those times were you are on dinner solo. Most healthy

cookbooks seemed to involve eighteen ingredients, six of them available at specialty stores not

in my neighborhood, three of them used one teaspoon of things only available in pints with fast

expiration dates, and the others were out of my price range.Hello you sugar detox cookbook. I

can look up easy main dishes/meats or make a simple soup or flip through tasty looking side

dishes. If you cook at all most things will be in your kitchen and you'll stop by the store on the

way home for just a fresh piece of fish or something. All recipes are fairly easy to prepare (and

often quick - 1/2 hour), easy to halve for the single meals, clear substitutions for allergies, tips

on where to find some less used ingredients (but then those ingredients are used several

times, not just once in the cookbook - like you might have to buy coconut oil but then it is used

in lots of the recipes). I wish I could describe more just how much I love this cookbook - but I've

found that I can cook almost anything in it, rather than having just a few recipes I can use like

most cookbooks. I like to just flip to a new side dish and try it out. You aren't stuck with things

that are so odd you don't know what else to put with them. I'm actually not on the 21 day detox,

I just like more healthy meals in my diet and it works great for that. It has things from Coconut

Basil Halibut with Spinach to Squash Mash to Seasoned Sweet Potato Fries. Mmm mmm.

Even tells you how to make your own coconut milk if you are trying to be more organic. It's

actually easy. I like the kitchen again!”

Brett Snyder, “Not Easy but Works!. After eating a whole bag of Halloween candy, I knew I had

a problem. I was addicted to sugar. I found this book and thought I would try it. I could do

anything for 21 days. Well, it wasn't easy but it was worth it! This book has great recipes and

ideas that met my craving for good food. In fact, my husband thought I was making the best

meals I have made since being married. It took a lot of time to prep meals... but I have figured

out some short cuts. After 21 days, I told myself I could keep up this diet. In fact, when I

strayed, I felt sick and craved my healthy meals. After 6 months, I lost 35lbs. It has been about

a year, and I have kept most of the weight off. I have not been as strict over the summer, but



plan to go back to the 21DSD to lose 15 more lbs. This really worked for me and I recommend

it to all my friends.”

Gabby2010, “The book itself is good and informative. The book itself is good and informative.

The 21-day detox is really hard, although you can lose weight on this. But, unless you change

your habits, the weight will come right back, as it did for me. The one plus I took away is that

there really is sugar in everything, it is amazing how much sugar we consume without realizing

it.”

An Bese, “Excellent, easy to follow book. This is an excellent, easy to follow, very well laid out

book! The recipes are ready to follow and use normal ingredients. You don't have to search for

dandelions grown only in the queen of England front garden, or any such crazy ingredients. My

son and I are 100% sugar free for a long while now and have noticed amazing health benefits. I

highly recommend this book. Several of my friends and my daughter have also gotten this book

and have had great success following it. ”

A. Levchuk, “Highly recommend, great recipes that won't leave you feeling hungry!. I LOVE this

book. It has great recipes. My husband and I did 30 days of sugar detox using this book, and

even HE enjoyed it! We go back to it frequently when we have guests over, that's how good

some of the recipes are. Highly recommend.”

Nicole Sanford, “great recipes!. The recipes in this book are super delicious. I haven't been

able to make too many of them, but each one I've tried has worked out really well (except for

the pancakes - those were just terrible! They burned quite easily, I'm going to have to try them

with a pan that doesn't get quite so hot). Other than that, they're great, easy to make, and I

enjoy them immensely.”

Jennifer Gresham, “Absolutely worked for me--amazing. I'm a big fan of Diane Sanfiilippo's

other cookbook, Practical Paleo, and I have been battling a lifelong sugar addiction, so thought

I would give this a try. Keep in mind that I've tried to cut back or give up sugar before, only to go

through severe withdrawals and never made it longer than a coupe of days.This time it was

different.I love the food in this cookbook. That's not a surprise (since I like her other recipes),

but it sure helps when you're trying to eat no carbs, no sugars. My husband couldn't believe the

pork and peppers plus roasted garlic parsnips was from this book ("Maybe I should try a

detox," he mused). The N'Oatmeal was such a treat when I got tired of eating eggs for

breakfast. I could go on and on. I had no trouble making the recipes and they all turned out

great, even as a busy, working mother.But the real shocker was that I didn't go through my

normal withdrawal symptoms! I don't want to tell you this was easy for me, it wasn't. But it was

possible and I stuck with it for 2.5 weeks. Then I had a cheat. I was with a friend and she was

getting bubble tea, a very sweet tea I used to love and could never pass up. I ordered it at the

lowest sugar level and enjoyed every last drop ... until I got home. Then I felt *awful*. Seriously,

I thought I was going to throw up. And I realized that sugar doesn't make you feel good. You

just don't know it, because you're *used* to feeling that way.Ever since, a low carb/sugar diet

has been a way of life for me (I'm just hitting the one month mark). I allow myself one cup of

black tea with stevia every day, but now I use 1/3 of the amount of stevia that I used too.

Otherwise, it's so sweet it's undrinkable. I've been successful at maintaining this way of eating

even on vacation, but the truth is that I can't wait to get home and start making more of the

recipes. They are filling and fulfilling. I can't recommend this book highly enough.”



Franklin G Styles, “Best book ever to help with going on a sugar detox.. Great book for a

selection of sugar free recipes for going on a sugar detox help you a lot, also supplement up

on l glutamine will help you with the sugar cravings.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book to try. This is a great book! Really comprehensive and feel

good about embarking on a new journey sugar free with this in my hands! Recipes sound tasty,

shopping lists are really helpful along with good/bad food lists.”

Anthony B., “Five Stars. Great book”

The book by Layla Tacy has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 585 people have provided feedback.
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